We classify the C 1+ structures on embedded trees. This extends the results of Sullivan 9] on embeddings of the binary tree to trees with arbitrary topology and to embeddings without bounded geometry and with contact points. We use these results in 2] to describe the moduli spaces of smooth conjugacy classes of expanding maps and Markov maps on train tracks. In later papers we will use those results to do the same for pseudo-Anosov di eomorphisms of surfaces. These results are also used in the classi cation of renormalisation limits of C 1+ di eomorphisms of the circle.
that two such structures are equivalent if the charts of one are smooth functions in the other. Suppose, for example that we have another conjugating embedding i g : X ! M for the mapping g. This de nes a conjugacy h between the two invariant sets i f (X) and i g (X). The structure determined by i f and i g are equivalent if, and only if, h is C 1+ . Thus we are lead to the problem of classifying the smooth structures on the fractal X.
The case of di eomorphisms and expanding maps of the circle does not immediately t into this scheme of things because, in this case, X = S 1 and, as is well-known, S 1 possesses a unique smooth structure. However, this ignores the fact that, from our point of view, X has a richer structure since it is marked by the orbits of the dynamical system. In the case of a di eomorphism f with rotation number = 1=(q 1 +1=(q 2 +1= )), the orbit segment ff j xg qn?1 j=0 partitions the circle into q n ? 1 segments, and this partition must be respected by our conjugacies.
It turns out that it is most convenient to formalise this in terms of trees in the following way. We regard the segments of the partition by ff j xg qn?1 j=0 as the vertices of the tree T at level n. Each of these is connected by an edge to the vertex at level n ? 1 corresponding to the segment that contains it. The way in which these segments sit in S 1 determines a smooth structure on the tree T as described in the next section. Such a tree also exists in the other examples. The analogue of the segments at level n are the n-cylinders de ned by a Markov partition. Thus in this case, the vertex corresponding to a particular cylinder is connected by an edge to the vertex corresponding to the cylinder which contains it.
We will therefore de ne the notion of a C 1+ structure on a tree and prove necessary and su cient conditions for two structures to be equivalent. For the case of the binary Cantor set this was already done by Sullivan under the assumption of bounded geometry. Our results extend his in a number of directions, including the following:
(i) The topological structure of our trees are much more general than the binary tree implicit in his work.
(ii) We drop the condition of bounded geometry and thus allow for trees with unbounded branching such as that involved for typical Diophantine irrational rotation numbers and typical in nitely renormalisable kneading sequences of quadratic foldings. In paticular, we generalise to the important case of controlled geometry (see section 3.1).
(iii) We include the case where the intervals corresponding to the vertices of the tree do not have gaps between them. This is the situation for circle mappings.
In 2] we consider smooth Markov maps on train tracks. For such systems we introduce a solenoid function. The results of this paper are used in 2] to prove that these peudo-H older solenoid functions are in one-to-one correspondence with the smooth conjugacy classes. They provides the moduli spaces for these systems. In later papers 3] and 4] we also use these results to discuss Anosov and pseudo-Anosov di eomorphisms. The smooth conjugacy class of Anosov di eomorphisms of the torus is in one-to-one correspondence with a pair of smooth conjugacy classes of Markov maps on a train track. Thus the moduli space in this case is given by pairs of solenoid functions. In a further paper we consider similar problems for pseudo-Anosov di eomorphism of surfaces.
Smooth structures on trees.
A tree T consists of a set of vertices of the form V T = S n 0 T n , where each T n is a nite set, together with a directed graph on these vertices such that each t 2 T n , n 1, has a unique edge leaving it. This edge joins t (the daughter) to m(t) 2 T n?1 (its mother).
We inductively de ne m p (t) to be the mother of m p?1 (t). Using this notation, t is a descendant of m p (t) and m p (t) is the p-ancestor of t.
Given a tree T we de ne the limit set or set of ends L T as the set of all sequences t = t 0 t 1 : : : such that m(t i+1 ) = t i for all i 0. We endow L T with the metric d where d(s 0 s 1 : : :; t 0 t 1 : : :) = 2 ?n if s i = t i for 0 i n ? 1 and s n 6 = t n .
If t = t 0 t 1 : : : 2 L T then by tjn we denote the nite word t 0 : : :t n?1 . Let L tjn denote the set of s 2 L T such that sjn = tjn. This is called a n-cylinder of the tree. If L is an open subset of L T containing L tjn and i : L ! R a continuous mapping, then we denote by C tjn;i the smallest closed interval in R which contains i(L tjn ). This is also called a n-cylinder. Note that both L tjn and C tjn;i are determined by t n?1 . Therefore we shall often write these as L tn?1 and C tn?1;i . Say that s t if i(s) = i(t).
We shall only be interested in mappings i which respect the cylinder structure of L T in the following way. We demand that if sjn 6 = tjn then intC sjn;i \ intC tjn;i = ;:
Clearly, the mapping i : L ! R induces a mapping L= ! R which we also denote by i.
De nition 1 Such a pair (i; L) is a chart of L T if L is an open set of L T with respect to the metric d and the induced map i : L= ! R is an embedding.
Two charts (i; L) and (j; K) are compatible if the equivalence relation corresponding to i agrees with that of j on L T K. They are C 1+ compatible if they are compatible and the mapping j i ?1 from i(L T K) to j(L T K) has a C 1+ extension to a neigh-
De nition 2 A C 1+ structure on L T is a set of C 1+ compatible charts which cover L T . A C 1+ ? structure is a set of charts covering L T which are C 1+ compatible for all 0 < < .
Obviously, a nite set of C 1+ compatible charts which cover L T de nes a C 1+ structure on L T . Suppose L T has a smooth structure. Then we say that h : L T ! L T is structure preserving if for all charts (i; L) and (i 0 ; L 0 ) of the structure whenever t 2 L and h(t) 2 L 0 , then the chart (i 0 h; L) is compatible with (i; L). Then we say that a structure preserving map h : L T ! L T is smooth if its representatives in local charts are smooth in the following sense: if t 2 L and h(t) 2 L 0 where (i; L) and (i 0 ; L 0 ) are charts in the structure then i 0 h i ?1 has a smooth extension to a neighbourhood of i(t) in R. Similarly, we de ne smooth maps between di erent spaces.
We shall mostly be concerned with situations where either (i) the smooth structure is de ned by a single chart or (ii) the structure is de ned by a single embedding of L T = into the circle T 1 .
If S is a C 1+ structure on L T and i is a chart of S then we say that sjn and tjn are adjacent if there is no u 2 L T such that C u;i lies between C sjn;i and C tjn;i and that they are in contact if C sjn;i T C tjn;i 6 = ;. Note that this conditions are independent of the choice of the chart i of S which contains L sjn and L tjn in its domain. It does however depend upon S so we only use this terminology when we have a speci c structure in mind. If sjn = s 0 : : :s n?1 and tjn = t 0 : : :t n?1 then we say that s n?1 and t n?1 are adjacent (resp. in contact) if sjn and tjn are.
De nition 3 Two C 1+ structures S and T on L T are C 1+ -equivalent if the identity is a C 1+ -di eomorphism when it is considered as a map from L T with one structure to L T with the other. They are C 1+ ? -equivalent if the identity is a C 1+ -di eomorphism for all 0 < < .
2.1 Examples.
Standard binary Cantor set.
Consider the binary tree T shown in gure 1. We can index the vertices of the tree by the nite words " 0 : : :" n?1 of 0s and 1s in such a way that the mother of the vertex Figure 1 : A binary tree. t = " 0 : : :" n is m(t) = " 0 : : :" n?1 and so that " 0 : : :" n?1 0 lies to the left of " 0 : : :" n?1 1. Now to each vertex t = " 0 : : :" n?1 associate a closed interval I t so that I t I m(t) , I "0:::"n?10 is to the left of I "0:::"n?11 and I "0:::"n?1 = I "0:::"n?10 G "0:::"n?1 I "0:::"n?11
where G "0:::"n?1 is an open interval between I "0:::"n?10 and I "0:::"n? 11 . We assume that the ratios jG t j=jI t j are bounded away from 0. Then the lengths of the intervals I "0:::"n?1 go to 0 exponentially fast as n ! 1 and therefore C = gives an embedding of L T into R. This is the simplest non-trivial example of an embedded tree. We shall be interested in embedded trees such as this where the analogue of the Cantor set C is generated in one way or another by a dynamical system. Very often the set C = i(L T ) will be an invariant set of a hyperbolic dynamical system. For example, there is a map de ned on L T above by (" 0 " 1 : : :) = " 1 " 2 : : ::
This induces a map 0 on C = i(L T ) which is a candidate for a hyperbolic system. Using our results we give necessary and su cient conditions for this map to be smooth in the sense that it has a C 1+ extension to R as a Markov map such as that shown in gure 2.
In the above case the equivalence relation is trivial and there are no contact points. But now consider the case where the tree is embedded in this way but where the gaps G t are empty. In this case i maps L T onto an interval but is not an embedding because it is not injective. The equivalence relation on L T is non-trivial: it identi es the points " 0 : : :" n 1000 : : : and " 0 : : :" n 0111 : : :. Thus h is injective on all but a countable set. The space L T = is homeomorphic to an interval. However note that L T has much more structure than an interval because of the points marked by the cylinder structure. In particular, there are uncountably many smooth structures on L T , but only one on the interval.
We could regard the vertex set of T as S n 0 T n where T n is the set of intervals I "0:::"n?1 and the edge relation of T is inclusion. In such a case, we say that T is de ned by the cylinder structure.
Rotations of the circle.
This is another example with contact points. Consider the rotation R (x) = x + where is an irrational number such that 0 < < 1, represented as the discontinuous mapping R = 8 < : This partitions the interval ? 1; ] into q n + 1 closed intervals. Let T n denote the set of such intervals and let T be the tree whose vertex set is S n 0 T n and such that the mother of v 2 T n is the interval in T n?1 which contains v. Thus T is again de ned by the cylinder structure. If t 0 t 1 : : : 2 L T then i(t 0 t 1 : : :) = T n 0 t n de nes an embedding of T with contact points.
Of course, any map which is topologically conjugate to R would generate the tree T but a di erent embedding. The question of determining whether two such mappings are smoothly conjugate boils down to showing that these embeddings determine the same smooth structure on L T . The approach used in the theory of renormalisation is to show that this tree T can be generated by a Markov family (F n ) n2Z 0 as de ned in Rand 7] . This Markov family and its convergence properties determine the C k+ structure on L T as is proved in Pinto and Rand 1].
3 Smooth structures with -controlled geometry and bounded geometry.
The results of the following sections are implied by the general theory on smooth structures that we will present in section 4.
Gaps. The results of all sections are independent of the primary atlas choosen except on section 4.
Fix such a primary N I -atlas I = f(i j ; U j )g j=1;:::;q . De ne C t;I as the interval C t;ij where j is such that m r (t) = t j for some r 1. Similarly, de ne G s;t;I as the gap G s;t;ij if s and t are non-contact adjacent points with m(s) = m(t). If t; s 2 T n , are adjacent and in contact, de ne the scalar d t;s;I = 1 2 (jC t;I j + jC s;I j): If t; s 2 T n , are adjacent but not in contact, let t 2 be the vertex such that G t;s;I C m(t2);I but G t;s;I is not contained in C t2;I . If C t 6 = C m(t) then de ne t 1 = t. Otherwise, let t 1 be a descendent of t such that C t1;I is adjacent to G t;s;I , C t1;I 6 = C t;I but C m(t1);I = C t;I . De ne the scalar t;s;I = 1 2 jC t1;I j jG t;s;I j jC t2;I j :
Let t 0 ; s 0 be the vertices such that m(t 0 ) = t and m(s 0 ) = s. De ne the scalar e t;s;I = t;s;I ? t 0 ;s 0 ;I :
If t 2 T n is in contact, let the connected set C t;I be the union of n-cylinders and gaps containing C t;I . The number of n-cylinders and gaps contained in C t;I is bounded independently of t and n.
3.1 Controlled geometry.
Notation.
Throughout the paper we use the following notation: if f and g are functions of a variable x with domain ; then we write O(f(x)) = O(g(x)) with constant d if
Often we will drop the reference to d.
Thus if a n and b n are sequences then O(a n ) = O(b n ) means a n =b n and b n =a n are bounded away from 0 independently of n. The notation f(x) = O(g(x)) means the same thing as O(f(x)) = O(g(x)).
Similarly, f(x) O(g(x)) with constant d means jf(x)=g(x)j < d for all x 2 .
De nition 4 A C 1+ ? structure S on L T has -controlled geometry, if for some primary atlas I and for all " such that 0 < " < , there exists such that " < < and there exists a decreasing function g = g ;" : Z 0 ! R with the following properties:
(ii) for all t 2T n , jC t;I j < g(n);
(iii) for all t; s 2 T n ; which are adjacent but not in contact, if m(t) = m(s) then jC m(t);I j 1+ e ?(1+") t;s;I < g(n);
while if m(t) 6 = m(s) and e t;s;I > 0 then jC m(t);I j t;s;I e ?(1+") t;s;I < g(n);
(iv) for all adjacent t; s 2 T n , which are in contact we have that d ?" t;s;I < g(n)
and jC m(t);I j jC t;I j ?" < g(n).
If the structure S on L T does not have gaps then condition (iii) is trivially satised and (ii) follows from (iv). An important example is given by the case of smooth structures generated by smooth circle maps.
Let I and J be di erent primary atlas for S on L T . By smoothness of the structure S, there is a constant c > 0 such that for all t 2T n , O(jC t;I j) = O(jC t;J j). Therefore, De nition 4 is independent of the atlas considered. Similarly, let S and T be C 1+ -equivalent structures on L T . Then S has -controlled geometry if and only if T has -controlled geometry.
In Lemma 2 below we show that a structure with bounded geometry has -controlled geometry for all 0 < < 1.
Scaling tree. The fact that it is not necessarily de ned for small n does not matter.
Lemma 1
The structure S has -controlled geometry, if the following condition is veri ed.
The gaps of the structure S have length greater or equal to the cylinders adjacent to it. Let l : Z 0 ! R and L : Z 0 ! R be positive functions such that for all t 2T n l(n) I (t) L(n). Then, for all 0 < " < , there is < < such that
converges.
By lemma 1, if the structure S has gaps, the number of vertices with the same mother can increase polinomially or exponentially from level n to level n + 1 and S be a structure with -controlled geometry. For instance, let 0 < < 1 and p m (n) = a 0 n m + : : : and q m (n) = b 0 n m + : : : be polinomials of degree m, where a 0 ; b 0 > 0. If l(n) = pm(n) and L(n) = qm(n) then the structure S has -controlled geometry.
Condition (ii) can easily be modi ed to allow that a vertex t and its ancestors to at most m k (t) could de ne the same cylinders.
Moreover, -controlled geometry include cases, in opposition to Lemma 1 where the length of the cylinders does not decrease as fast as in the case of bounded geometry. For these cases can be di erent of . Therefore, -controlled geometry is a concept much more general than bounded geometry. Now suppose, that in addition to the structure S and its primary N I -atlas I, we have another structure T and a primary N J -atlas J for it. Rede ne N I;J = max(N I ; N J )+1. To each t 2T n , n N I;J , we associate the following numbers. An interesting feature of Theorem 1 is that it gives a balanced equivalence between the scaling of the partition structures and the degree of smoothness between them.
A compatible chart (i; L) with the C 1+ ? structure S can be regarded as a smooth structure T on L. Let the structure S 0 on L be the restriction of the structure S to L. Then, (i; L) is a compatible C 1+ ? chart of S if and only if T S 0 .
The de nitions and results of this section are independent of the primary atlas choosen for the smooth structures on L T . This is due to the facts that (i) the structures have -controlled geometry and this property is independent of the primary atlas considered; (ii) by Theorem 1 the structures S and T , with primary atlas I and J respectively, are C 1+ ? -equivalent if and only if I J . (iii) Thus, if I and J are di erent primary atlas for the same structure S then they are (1 + )-equivalent which implies that (iv) the de nition of (1+ )-equivalence is independent of the primary atlas considered. (v) Therefore, theorem 1 is independent of the primary atlas considered.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 3, the proof is an immediate application of Theorems 4 and 5.
Proof of Corollary 1. By Lemma 3, the proof is an immediate application of Corollary 2.
Proof of Lemma 1. For all t 2T n ,
Clearly, for all t 2T n ,
Conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) in the de nition of -controlled geometry are veri ed by inequality (2) for a decreasing function g = g ;" : Z 0 ! R such that
Let us prove that condition (iii) is also veri ed. For all adjacent vertices t; s 2 T n , which are not in contact, we have by de nition that t;s;I = jC t;I j jG t;s;I j jC t2;I j :
Recall that t 2 is the vertex such that C t2;I and G t;s;I have the same mother and C t2;I is an ancestor of C t;I . Therefore, by inequality (1) l(n)jC m(t);I j jC t;I j L(n)jC m(t);I j. 
Therefore, for all 0 < < 1 the structure S has -controlled geometry.
3.2 Bounded geometry.
De nition 6 A structure S has bounded geometry if for some primary atlas I, I (t) is bounded away from 0 i.e. there exist 0 < < 1 such that I (t) > for all t 2T n , n N I;J . Recall that I (t) = jC t;I j=jC m(t);I j and I (g t;s ) = jG t;s;I j=jC m(t);I j. Moreover, there is l > 0 such that for all t 2 T n , if I (t) = 1 then I (m l (t)) < 1.
The de nition of bounded geometry for a smooth structure S does not depend of the atlas considered, although the constant is not necessarily the same for di erent primary atlas. This de nition of bounded geometry is more general than the de nition in Sullivan 9] . It permits the vertices of the tree T to have just one daugther or any bounded number of them.
Some examples of smooth structures with bounded geometry are the ones generated by smooth circle maps with rotation number of constant type, by the closure of the orbit of the critical point of unimodal maps in nitely renormalisable with bounded geometry and by Markov maps.
Lemma 2 A structure S with bounded geometry has -controlled geometry, for all 0 < < 1.
We then obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Let S and T be C 1+ ? structures on L T with bounded geometry. Then S and T are C 1+ ? -equivalent if and only if S T .
De nition 7 (i) S is a C 1+ structure on L T if and only if S is a C 1+" structure for some " > 0.
(ii) The structures S and T are C 1+ -equivalent if and only if they are C 1+" -equivalent for some " > 0.
(iii) The structures S and T are (1+)-equivalent (S 1+ T ) if and only if there is 2 (0; 1) such that for all t 2T n , t O( n ) and if s is in contact with t then t;s O( n ).
Theorem 3 Let S and T be C 1+ structures on L T with bounded geometry and I (resp. J ) be primary atlas. For bounded geometry, a necessary and su cient condition for the C 1+ structure S and T to be C 1+ -equivalent is that S 1+ T .
Proof of Lemma 2. By bounded geometry, for all t 2T n there is 1 j l such that jC t;I j jC m j?1 (t);I j = 1 and < jC t;I j jC m j (t);I j < 1 ? :
Clearly, for all t 2T n , O( n ) < jC t;I j < O((1 ? ) n=l ):
Conditions ( Proof of Theorem 3. Let 0 < " 0 < 1 be such that S and T are C 1+" 0 structures on L T . Let us prove that if, for all t 2T n and all s in contact with t, t O( n ) and t;s O( n ) then there is 0 < < " 0 such that S and T are C 1+ -equivalent. Therefore, the structures S and T are (1+")-equivalent and by Theorem 2 they are the C 1+ -equivalent for some 0 < < ".
Let us prove that if there is 0 < < " 0 such that S and T are C 1+ -equivalent then there is 0 < < 1 such that for all t 2T n and s in contact with t, t O( n ) and t;s O( n ).
Let 0 < " < and 0 < < 1 be such that De nition 8 We say that two such primary atlases I and J are (1+ )-scale equivalent if for all " such that 0 " < < 1 there exists a decreasing function f = f " : Z 0 ! R with the following properties:
(ii) for all t 2T n , t < f(n);
(iii) for all s 2 T n adjacent to t but not in contact with it and all n N I;J , if m(s) = m(t), A t;s;I e ?(1+") t;s;I + t e ?" t;s;I < f(n)
while if m(s) 6 = m(t) and e t;s;I > 0 then t;s;I t e ?(1+") t;s;I < f(n):
De nition 9 We say that two such primary atlases I and J are (1 + )-contact equivalent if for all " such that 0 " < < 1 there exists a decreasing function f = f " : Z 0 ! R with the following properties:
(ii) for all t; s 2 T n , n N I;J such that t and s are in contact, t;s d ?" t;s;I < f(n) rmand t jC t;I j ?" < f(n)
By condition (ii) of the De nition 8, for all t 2T n , O(jC t;I j) = O(jC t;J j) as easily proven in Lemma 4. Therefore, De nitions 8 and 9 are symmetric in I and J .
We will de ne (1+ )-equivalence in this general context. This de nition is equivalent to the previous de nition for the case of smooth structures with -controlled geometry, as we prove in Lemma 3.
De nition 10 We say that two such primary atlases I and J are (1 + )-equivalent (I J ) if they are (1 + )-scale equivalent and (1 + )-contact equivalent.
The main theorem that we prove in this paper is Theorem 4 Let S and T be C 1+ ? structures on L T and let I (resp. J ) be a primary atlas for S (resp. T ). A su cient condition for S and T to be C 1+ ? -equivalent is that I J . Now let I n (resp. J n ) be the set of end-points of the cylinders C t;i (resp. C t;j ) where t 2 T n , n N 0 and C t;i I (resp. C t;j J). Then j i ?1 maps I n onto J n and is a homeomorphism of the closure I 1 of S n N0 I n onto the closure J 1 of S n N0 J n . We will construct a sequence of C 1 mappings L n such that (i) L n agrees with j i ?1 on S N0 j n I j , (ii) L n is a Cauchy sequence in the space of C 1+" functions on I for all " < and therefore converges to a C 1+ ? function L 1 on I.
Then the mapping L 1 gives the required smooth extension of j i ?1 and proves the theorem.
The rest of this section consists of the construction of the mappings L n : I ! J and the proof that they converge to a smooth di eomorphism. We use extensively the fact that for each n N 0 , I is the union of cylinder sets of the form C t;i and G s;t;i where s; t 2 T n .
5.1 A re nement of the equivalence property. 
Proof. This follows directly from the de nition of t , gt;s and t;s and the boundedness of jC t;I j=jC t;J j.
The map L
For all n N I;J and all t 2 T n with adjacent vertices s and r de ne the map L t as the a ne map such that L t (P t;s;I ) = P t;s;J and L t (P t;r;I ) = P t;r;J . Therefore, for z 2 fs; rg L t (x) = jC t;J j jC t;I j (x ? P t;z;I ) + P t;z;J :
To each s; t 2T n , n N I;J , we associate the intervals C t;s;I , D t;s;I and E t;s;I which we will use in the construction of the sequence of C 1 mappings L n (see gure 3(a), (b) and (c)). C s;t;I , C t;s;I and D t;s;I : If t; s 2 T n ; are adjacent and in contact, de ne P t;s;I = P s;t;I as the common point between the closed sets C t;I and C s;I . De ne the closed sets C t;s;I and C s;t;I ; respectively, as the sets obtained from C t;I and from C s;I ; by rescaling them by the factor 1=2; keeping the point P t;s;I xed. De ne D t;s;I = C t;s;I S C s;t;I . Note that jD t;s;I j = d t;s;I . If t; s 2 T n ; are adjacent but not in contact, de ne P t;s;I and P s;t;I ; respectively as the common points of the closed sets C t;I and C s;I with the gap G t;s;I . De ne the closed sets C t;s;I and C s;t;I ; respectively, as the intervals contained into the gap G t;s;I ; with extreme points P t;s;I and P s;t;I and length t;s;I and s;t;I . E t;s;I : Let t 1 ; s 1 2 T n+1 be the adjacent vertices such that G t1;s1;I = G t;s;I .
De ne E t;s;I = C t;s;I nC t1;s1;I . Note that C t;I = C m(t);I if and only if E t;s;I = ;. Moreover, jE t;s;I j = e t;s;I . Let t l ; s l 2 T l and t j ; s j 2 T j be adjacent vertices such that G tl;sl;I = G tj;sj;I . Then E tl;sl;I and E tj;sj;I have the important property that intE tl;sl;I T intE tj;sj;I = ;: This property is used later on in the construction of the map L n .
Lemma 5 (i) For k equal to 0 and 1 and for all n N I;J and all pairs of adjacent vertices t; s 2 T n which are in contact jjL t ? L s jj C k O( t;s jD t;s;I j 1?k ) (8) in the domain D t;s;I .
(ii) For all vertices t 2 T n and all n N I;J ; jjL t ? L m(t) jj C 0 O(f " (n)) (9) in the domain C t;I . For all adjacent vertices s and t not in contact, if m(s) = m(t), one has jjL t ? L m(t) jj C 0 O(A t;s;I ) (10) in the domain C t;s;I . If m(s) 6 = m(t) and E t;s;I = ; then L t = L m(t) in C t;s;I . If m(s) 6 = m(t) and E t;s;I 6 = ;, one has jjL t ? L m(t) jj C 0 O( t jC t;s;I j) (11) in the domain C t;s;I . Moreover, jjdL t ? dL m(t) jj C 0 O( t ) (12) in the domains C t;I and E t;s;I .
Proof. Firstly we prove inequality 8. By the corollary to Lemma 4 of section 5.1 and since L t (P t;s;I ) = L s (P s;t;I ) = P t;s;J = P s;t;J and jx ? P t;s;I j O(jD t;s;I j), jL t (x) ? L s (x)j = jC t;J j jC t;I j ? jC s;J j jC s;I j jx ? P t;s;I j O( t;s jD t;s;I j)
and jdL t ? dL s j = jC t;J j jC t;I j ? jC s;J j jC s;I j O( t;s ): Let us prove inequality (9) . Let v; z; r 2T n be such that m(v) = m(z) = m(r) = m(t) and z is the only vertice between v and r. By de nition of L m(t) , and as L z (P z;r;I ) = L r (P z;r;I ), we obtain by the corollary to Lemma 4 jL m(t) (P v;z;I ) ? L z (P v;z;I )j jC m(t);J j jC m(t);I j ? jC z;J j jC z;I j jP v;z;I ? P z;r;I j +jL m(t) (P z;r;I ) ? L r (P z;r;I )j O ? z jC z;I j + jL m(t) (P z;r;I ) ? L r (P z;r;I )j : Let r 1 ; v 1 2 1 = t and r 2 ; v 2 2 2 = t be such that r 1 and r 2 are adjacent to t and v 1 
For all x 2 C t;I , by corollary to Lemma 4 and inequality (15) jL m(t) (x) ? L t (x)j jC m(t);J j jC m(t);I j ? jC t;J j jC t;I j jx ? P t;ri;I j +jL m(t) (P t;ri;I ) ? L ri (P t;ri;I )j O t jC t;I j +
Let us prove inequality (10) . For all x 2 C t;s;I , by de nition of A t;s;I , by corollary to Lemma 4 and inequality (15) jL m(t) (x) ? L t (x)j jC m(t);J j jC m(t);I j ? jC t;J j jC t;I j jx ? P t;s;I j +jL m(t) (P t;s;I ) ? L t (P t;s;I )j O(A t;s;I ):
Let us prove inequality (11) . By de nition L t (P t;s;I ) = L m(t) (P t;s;I ). For all x 2 C t;s;I , by the corollary to Lemma 4 jL t (x) ? L m(t) (x)j = jC t;J j jC t;I j ? jC m(t);J j jC m(t);I j jx ? P t;s;I j O( t jC t;s;I j):
Moreover, inequality (12) follows by the corollary to Lemma 4 because jdL t ? dL m(t) j = jC t;J j jC t;I j ? jC m(t);J j jC m(t);I j O( t ):
5.3 The de nition of the contact and gap maps. If s and t are adjacent vertices in T n we use Lemma 6 to choose functions t;s on G t;s;I and s;t = t;s on D t;s;I with the following properties.
(i) t;s = 0 (resp. t;s = 0) on the left-hand third of E t;s;I (resp. D t;s;I ) and t;s = 1 (resp. t;s = 1) on the right-hand third of E t;s;I (resp. D t;s;I )
(ii) jj t;s jj C p O(jE t;s;I j ?p )
and jj t;s jj C p O(jD t;s;I j ?p );
for all reals p between 0 and 2 and where the constants are independent of all the data. Extend t;s to all of the gap G t;s;I as a smooth map by taking it as constant outside E t;s;I . We call the t;s gap maps and the t;s contact maps.
Note that, for all n; m N I;J and all non-contact adjacent vertices t 1 ; s 1 Finally, in G t;s;I n (C t;s;I C s;t;I ) de ne L n = L n?1 . Let t 1 ; s 1 2 T n?1 be such that m(t 1 ) = t and m(s 1 ) = s and E t;s;I 6 = ; and E s;t;I 6 = ;. The map L n is equal to L t in C t;s;I nE t;s;I = C t1;s1;I . The map L n changes smoothly in E t;s;I to L n = L m(t) = L n?1 . The map L n is equal to L n?1 in G t;s;I n (C t;s;I C s;t;I ).
Again, the map L n = L n?1 = L m(s) changes smoothly in E s;t;I such that L n = L s in C s;t;I n E s;t;I = C s1;t1;I . Therefore, the map L n patches together smoothly in G t;s;I . If E t;s;I = ; then in C t;s;I , by de nition of the map L n?1 , L n?1 = L m(t) and the map L m(t) = L t = L n . Therefore, L n = L n?1 in C t;s;I . Similarly, if E s;t;I = ; then L n = L n?1 in C s;t;I .
This construction builds an in nitely di erentiable map L n which is de ned on the closed interval I and which maps I di eomorphically onto J.
The sequence of maps Ln converge
The space of C 1+" maps on I, for all 0 < " < , with the C 1+" norm is a Banach space.
In this section we prove that the sequence (L n ) n>N0 is a Cauchy sequence in this space and therefore converges. First we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 7 Suppose t 2 T n and n > N 0 . Then in the three subsets C t;I n s C t;s;I , D t;s;I and G t;s;I , jjL n ? L n?1 jj C 1+" O(f " (n ? 1)):
The constants of the inequality only depend upon I and J .
Proof. We break the proof down into 3 cases corresponding to behaviour in the three subsets C t;I n s C Proof. For all vertices t 2 T n ; de ne P t as the middle point of C t;I and for all noncontact vertices t; s 2 T n ; de ne Q t;s as the extreme point of C t;s;I which is not common to C t;I . Denote dL n ? dL n?1 by B n . By the inequality (12), jB n (P t )j O( t ) and jdB n (Q t;s )j = 0:
For all x; y 2 I, if the closed interval between x and y is contained in the union of a bounded number of domains of the form C t;I or C gt;s;I then by Lemma 7 jB n (y) ? B n (x)j jy ? xj " O(f " (n ? 1)):
Otherwise, take P x (resp. P y ) to be the nearest point of the form P t or Q t;s to x (resp. y) in the closed interval between x and y. Let us consider the case that P x = P t and P y = P s . By inequalities (18) and (19) and (1 + )-contact equivalence jB n (y) ? B n (x)j jy ? xj " jB n (y) ? B n (P y )j jy ? P y j " + jB n (P y )j jC s;I j " + + jB n (P x )j jC t;I j " + jB n (P x ) ? B n (x)j jP x ? xj " O(f " (n ? 1)) + O( s jC s;I j ?" ) + O( t jC t;I j ?" ) + O(f " (n ? 1)) O(f " (n ? 1)):
Similarly, for the other cases. Therefore, jjL n ? L n?1 jj C 1+" O(f " (n ? 1)) and by condition (i) of De nition 8, L n is a Cauchy sequence.
The conjugacy map L.
Since the sequence (L n ) n N0 is a Cauchy sequence in C 1+" (I), it converges to a function
Lemma 9 The map L 1 is a C 1+ ? di eomorphism of I onto J which extends i ?1 j.
Proof. By Lemma 4, for all t 2 T n jC t;J j=jC t;I j is bounded away from 0 and 1 and by the hypotheses of (1 + )-scale equivalence, and (1 + )-contact equivalence if s; t 2 T n are adjacent, (i) A t;s;I jE t;s;I j ?1 ! 0, (ii) t ! 0 as n ! 1 and (iii) s;t ! 0 depending if s is in contact with t or not and if they have the same mother. Thus there exists " 1 > 0, 0 < " < " 1 and N 1 > 0 such that if n N 1 then for all s; t 2 T n , " 1 < jC m(t);J j=jC m(t);I j; O(A t;s;I jE t;s;I j ?1 + t ) < " and O( t;s ) < " when de ned.
We break down the proof into four parts corresponding to the sets C t;I n ( s C t;s;I ), D t;s;I , where s is adjacent and in contact with t; C t;s;I , C s;t;I and G t;s;I n(C t;s;I C s;t;I ), if s is adjacent and not in contact with t.
(i) In C t;I n C t;s;I . dL t = jC t;J j=jC t;I j > " 1 .
(ii) In D t;s;I . Suppose that s is on the left of t. Then, in the domain D t;s;I , by the inequalities (8) (iv) In G t;s;I n (C t;s;I C s;t;I ). In di erent subsets of this set, the map L n = L n?j for some j 2 N. We suppose by induction that L n?j > " 1 ? " > 0. For that take N 0 = maxfN 0 ; N 1 g. Therefore, jdL n j > " 1 ?" > 0 in I for all n > N 0 which implies that jL 1 j " 1 ?" > 0.
By construction, L n (C t;I ) = C t;J for all t 2 T m , N 0 m n, and therefore L 1 equals i ?1 j on the closure of S n N0 I n . As L 1 (C t;I ) = C t;J , for all vertices t 2 T n and all n > N 0 , then L 1 is a C 1+ ? conjugacy between the charts i and j. 6 Proof of Theorem 5.
Suppose that the structures S and T are C 1+ -equivalent, for all 0 < < . Let the respective primary atlases I and J have -controlled geometry, where 0 < . This equivalence means that the identity is a C 1+ di eomorphism between the two stuctures. Thus, if (i; U) is a chart of I and (j; V ) is a chart of J such that C m(z);I U and C m(z);J V then there exists a C 1+ di eomorphism h : R ! R such that h(C m(z);I ) = C m(z);J and h(C t;I ) = C t;J for all descendents t of m(z).
By the mean value theorem, there are points u; v 2 C m(t);I such that jdh(u)j = jC m(t);J j=jC m(t);I j and jdh(v)j = jC t;J j=jC t;I j:
Moreover, since h is C 1+ , we have that, jdh(u) ? dh(v)j O(jC m(t);I j ). Therefore, If m(t) 6 = m(s) and E t;s;I 6 = ; then t jC t;s;I jjE t;s;I j ?(1+") O(jC m(t);I j jC t;s;I jjE t;s;I j ?(1+") ) O(g ;" (n)):
Thus, the conditions of De nition 8 are veri ed if for f " (n) one takes cg ;" (n) where c > 0 is some constant. Therefore, the atlases I and J are (1 + )-scale equivalent. The last inequality follows from the hypotheses of the theorem. Thus, taking f " (n) = cg ;" (n), the conditions of De nition 9 are veri ed. Therefore, the atlases I and J are (1+ )-contact equivalent. This completes the proof that I and J are (1 + )-equivalent.
